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The sister of the village a resident and the son of a business tycoon fall
in love. They live in their father's house and buy several used cars. Their

car looks and sounds like it came off the assembly line; however, its
appearance and identity are completely different from the cars typically
used by the wealthy. The girl's father wants her to take one of these cars
and travel the world, bringing joy to people. From this trip depends on

whether his daughter will be happy. But she wants to test herself.
Tormented by remorse, the girl promises to sacrifice herself. But in fact,
this is not a sacrifice, but a test, as a result of which the girl will have to
make a decision that will determine her life. She is driving to the scene
of an accident where her car crashed into a fence. There, her brother's
older brother, a richer man, her childhood friend, is waiting for her. He
asks the girl to forget about her deal with herself and go with her to his

parents. During her further journey through life, the girl learns that there
are things that cannot be changed. In the finale, the car the heroine was
driving is one of the cars from the assembly line. One of the best cars
you can buy. But during the experiment, the girl will have to sacrifice

everything for the sake of her happiness. This is a story about how a man
makes the most difficult decision in his life. She is about; how a person
can give his life without hesitation, literally, if it suits his interests. The

story is also about the sad effect that money has on us, and how
important this choice can be. The film leaves no one indifferent, it

causes strong emotions, tears and regret that we can never be closer to
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each other. After watching the film, I thought about how my mother
would be pleased if I betrayed my decision in my youth and nevertheless

followed in the footsteps of my father. It would seem, no matter how
strong this decision was, but surely my mother would have worried about

me and would have watched over me, so that everything was in order
with me and did not stay for help. Or maybe dad wanted me to initially

choose something from his interests. For example, rock music, designing
cars, and only then did she start doing what he liked most. And so, when
we think about how happy people would be and how close it can be to

our lives, we involuntarily think about what kind of people our children
will become. And how can their future fate be influenced by what

choice
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